Teacher: Mrs. Maria Genner
Teaching assistant: Mrs. Carol Burton
Dear Parents
We hope you all had a good Easter holiday and your child has come back refreshed and ready for all that
the Summer term has to bring! It is so lovely to be back and working with such a fantastic class of children!
Summer Term in Kingfisher Class

“Sea Life”
We are looking forward to an exciting term investigating animals and habitats in science. In history and
English, we will begin by looking at pirates and sailing ships. We will make contrasts with how pirates are
portrayed in stories and legend to the historical evidence. The sea will be our inspiration for further writing
and creative art projects as well as fueling our geographical enquiries and skills. Further details are outlined
in the curriculum topic chart attached. We are still in the process of evaluating and planning a possible trip
in June and will inform you as soon as details are finalised.
If you have anything that may be of interest for our studies, please let us know.
Year 1 Phonic Screening Check.
Year one children will take the Phonics Screening Check in June. Information about these statutory
national assessments is attached with this newsletter. This assessment will be carried out by Mrs Genner.
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to come and speak to me.
Reading
Children can change their reading books when required, choosing any book from their book band colour
(on the library shelves). There are also opportunities to read in class and to change books during most
days. New books should be recorded in the reading record book kept in your child’s book bag. Please
continue to add comments about your child’s reading in the reading record book. Children are expected to
read at home to an adult every day if possible for about 15 minutes.
Home learning
Spellings for Year One’s will continue to run on a two week cycle and be tested on a Friday.
FS2 will need to continue with ‘words I know’ and ‘words I am learning’ please check these frequently to
maintain consistency of recognising these key words. We will ensure that we are checking these also.
FS2 children may still wish to look at the yellow sound books in their books bags also.
Project Work
In line with our amended home learning policy, following the parent questionnaire, I will be sending out a
grid of ideas for topic related homework, from week two. We will have a rota for “Show and Tell” of this
work in terms 5 and 6 for the children, allocating them a specific date to share their efforts.

Maths home learning will be Mathletics and practicing Maths Passports every week.

PE Kit Reminder
PE kits need to be in school every day. Please check that your child has the correct, labelled kit in school
(i.e. navy shorts, white t-shirt, daps and socks). For outdoor PE children will need suitable footwear and
black or navy tracksuit/jogging trousers.

Water bottles and sun protection
Please send a named water bottle to school each day, this will be essential as the weather becomes
warmer during the summer months. The children will be encouraged to drink water from their own water
bottles which can be filled in school during the day. Also, as the weather is going to be great this summer,
(always optimistic in Woodpeckers) you may wish to send a sun hat and clearly labelled sun cream into
school for the children to wear at break times and during outdoor sports sessions.
Gem Learning Power
During the summer, we will continue to develop our “learning power”, encouraging children to work together
to improve their ability to learn. The focus in term 5 and 6 will be on emerald power which promotes
resilience, willingness to “have a go”, and learning from our mistakes. The children should already be able
to tell you about diamond learning power which encourages them to solve their own problems, ruby power
which encourages children to support each other and sapphire power which is all about managing
distractions.

Helping in school.
As always, we really welcome offers of help in the classroom, particularly in the afternoons and to listen to
children read or to help and supervise their use of the computers. If you think you can spare half an hour or
more then please come and talk with us. Also, there are other jobs such as gardening or tidying/organising
the library that you may wish to volunteer for.
Please come and talk to us if you have any concerns.
Thank you for your continued support.

Mrs. Maria Genner and Mrs. Carol Burton

